


For almost a century, ROOTS® meters have been used for billing of commercial

and industrial gas loads.Accuracy, dependability, and low maintenance are of key

importance in custody transfer measurement applications. The time-proven

ROOTS® meter is the preferred rotary positive displacement gas meter in 

distribution, transmission and production segments for accurate measurement

of gas from the well to the burner.

To meet the evolving needs of our customers, our product line has expanded to

include a large variety of control and measurement equipment. ROOTS Meters

& Instruments is much more than just a meter supplier. We offer a wide range

of ROOTS® products and services.
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The ROOTS® Meter Advantage
Proven Accuracy

• Volumetric accuracy is permanent and non-adjustable

• Measuring characteristics established by the precision machined contours of 
non-wearing fixed and rotating parts

• Durable components ensure a long life expectancy under normal operating conditions

• Increased rangeability due to closer tolerances improve performance regardless of pressure and flow.

Meters For Commercial & Industrial Applications
• Line Mount Meters

• Foot Mount Meter

• High Pressure Meters

Magnetically Coupled Accessory Units
• Large variety of readout and output options

• Non-pressurized and interchangeable modular design simplifies conversion
between accessory types

• Permanently lubricated Series 3 Accessories combine a long life expectancy 
with a reduction in maintenance 

• Commonality of Series 3 Accessory components reduces inventory requirements

Full Line of Electronic Instrumentation
• Pressure (P), Temperature (T), and PT Correctors

• Temperature or Temperature with Fixed Pressure Factor (FF) Compensators

• Solid State Pulsers to interface with Automated Meter Reading (AMR) devices and 
for remote readings

Customer Service
Our unsurpassed customer service is provided through the combined efforts of our Customer Service, Technical
Support, and Product Services Departments. Each department takes pride in their ability to deliver courteous and
professional care to all customers in a timely manner. As described below, the departments are structured to
efficiently support all customer service requirements:

• Customer Service representatives for inquiries and order placement

• Technical Services staff for product application assistance and training

• Product Services Department for remanufacturing and testing services
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The ROOTS® Meter Operating Principle
The ROOTS® meter is designed to measure the volume of gases and gas mixtures with a high
degree of accuracy. The industry accepted rotary type positive displacement operating principle
ensures permanent, non-adjustable accuracy by using precision machined two-lobe impellers
encased within a rigid measuring chamber.

Unlike other meter types, measurement accuracy is not affected by changes in gas specific gravity,
pressure, or fluctuating flow. ROOTS® meters may be used from a few ounces to full capacity up of
the meter’s maximum pressure rating with highly accurate measurement over a wide operating
range. This equates to a lower total cost.

The condition of a ROOTS® rotary meter can be verified by performing a differential pressure test
while the meter is still in service. This simple and cost-effective preventive maintenance procedure
contributes to a significant reduction in the whole life cost of the meter.

As shown in the picture, two contra-rotating impellers of two-lobe or “figure 8” design are encased
within a rigid measuring chamber, with inlet and outlet connections on opposite sides. Precision
machined timing gears keep the impellers in correct relative position. Optimal operating clearances
between the impellers, cylinder and headplates provide a continuous, non-contacting seal.

ROOTS® Meter Product Line
A complete line of rotary meter sizes are available to measure a wide range of gas volumes for 
the majority of commercial and industrial applications in custody transfer applications. Refer to
the Meter Sizing Chart in this brochure to determine the correct meter size for cost effectiveness
and accurate measurement.

ROOTS® meters are suitable for handling most types of clean, common gases at either constant or
varying flow rates and pressure. They are ideal for applications throughout the meter’s operating
range, from a few ounces to full maximum allowable operating pressure. 

Our meters are widely recognized for their highly accurate measurement capabilities at both the
low and high end of their rated capacity. The meter’s rangeability (ability to measure gas over a
wide flow range within a specified accuracy) provides the best over-all measurement accuracy on
a “day-after-day” basis.

Precision machined for exceptional accuracy
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ROOTS® Series B3 Line Mount Meters

Right Size the Meter to 
the Application
Series B3 meters are designed to provide accurate
gas measurement over widely fluctuating flow,
pressure, and temperature conditions. For further
versatility, the five smallest meter sizes (8C
through 3M) have 2” (50 mm) flanged connec-
tions, and a 6-3/4” (171 mm) flange-to-flange
dimension. If application requirements change,
this unique, cost-effective feature allows a quick
and easy meter exchange without the need to 
re-pipe the meter set. Other key features include:

• Capacity ratings from 800 CFH 
to 56,000 CFH (22,6 m3/h to 
1,585 m3/h) 

• Maximum operating pressure
rating of 175 PSIG (12 Bar) 

• Models 8C through 5M are
available with a 200 PSIG 
(13,8 Bar) rating upon request 

• Operating temperature range from 
-40°F to +140°F (-40°C to +60°C)

For operating requirements beyond those listed,
please contact your Roots Meters & Instruments
representative.

8C/11C/15C

2M/3M/5M

7M/11M/16M

23M/38M/56M

Four Inch 23M232 

Four Inch 23M232 Meter
Our 23M232 includes four inch flanged 
connections and a 232 PSIG (16 bar) maximum
working pressure. This design complements our
standard six inch 23M175. With a maximum
capacity of 385 MSCFH (10,895 Nm3 per hour) 
the 23M is an ideal measurement solution 
for a wide array of applications.
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ROOTS® Series 3 Accessory Units 

Designed for low maintenance and a long service life
• Interchangeability among Series B meter bodies of the same size

• Permanently lubricated for long life and virtually 
maintenance-free operation

• Modular design allows a quick-change to a different 
version at a lower overall cost

• Durable, weather resistant cover with improved 
sealing capability

• Versatile and configurable odometer masking

• Universal Instrument Drive (ID) assembly – one size fits all 
8C-56M Series B Meters

• Quick and easy field installation of the low cost 
Solid State Pulser

• Available with factory pre-installed magnets for quick 
installation of the Solid State Pulser or Model 5 Prover 
Field Counter Pulser Module

Counter (CTR)
An 8 digit non-compensated index registers displaced volume in
Actual Cubic Feet (ACF) or in Actual Cubic Meters (m3).

Temperature Compensated (TC)
Temperature compensation, available in meter sizes 8C-16M, is 
accomplished by a mechanical computer with a spiral bi-metallic 
thermocouple (probe) located in a sealed temperature well at the 
meter inlet. Series 3 TC Units provide corrected gas volume readings 
to a 60˚F (15˚C) base temperature for readout in Standard Cubic 
Feet (SCF) or Normal meters cubed (Nm3) between flowing temperatures 
of -20˚F and +120˚F (-29˚C and + 49˚C).

Counter or Temperature Compensated with 
Instrument Drive (CD/TD)
The Universal Instrument Drive (ID) Assembly adapts to the CTR and TC
Accessory for installation of a corrector, chart recorder, or other externally
mounted, mechanically driven device. The ID Assembly is mechanically
linked to the CTR/TC mechanical gear reduction unit. One revolution of 
the instrument drive dog represents a specific displaced volume 
measured by the meter.

Solid State Pulser
The ROOTS® solid state pulser mounts directly to a CTR/TC Unit, 
generating low frequency pulses representing volumetric information for
remote reading. Mechanical switches have been eliminated for maximum
reliability. No battery or maintenance is required.

CTR

TC

CD/TD

Solid State Pulser



Benefits are:
No Index maintenance.
Oil is not required for the polymer 
bushings and pre-lubricated, shielded 
ball bearings making the index 
environmentally friendly and easier 
to install and maintain.    

Configurable Masking Options. 
The S3A’s versatile odometer masking 
design uses opaque or semi-transparent 
covers, offering configurable, trouble-
free masking with no moving parts, 
hinges, flappers or magnets.

Easy-to-change ID Rotation. 
Simply remove two bolts and invert the gear module so the pinion
gear is driven at the bottom rather than the top of the horizontal
bevel gear.

Conversion Kit Inventory Reduction. 
The S3A uses the same #399 conversion kits as the B3 meters.
Now you can stock the same Instrument Drive, Pulser or AMR
Adapter #399 Kits for both Series Meters – LMMA and Series B3. 

Proving Procedure Simplification.
With the S3A, you can prove your LMMA meters the same way 
you prove your B3 meters – off the odometer test wheel. 

Lower Price.
The S3A Accessory Units are less expensive than LMMA series
units – especially in the Instrument Drive and Pulser versions.  

The no-maintenance, less expensive and easier-to-read S3A
Accessory Unit extends the life expectancy of your LMMA meter
(LMMA meter line was obsoleted in 1998) providing many 
additional years of reliable service.
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ROOTS® Series 3A Accessory Units for LMMA Meters

Dresser’s new S3A Accessory unit - that mounts to your LMMA meter - features the same 
high quality and long-term reliability of the oil-free S3 Accessory unit. 

Series A (LMMA) Meters with S3A CD and 
S3A ITPWD 

Series 3A TC

Series 3A CTR/AMR Adapter
(shown with Itron ERT installed)



ROOTS® AMR Adapters

Dresser’s new residential AMR Adapter for the
Series 3 ROOTS CTR/TC and the Series A (LMMA)
CTR/TC accessory units allows you to mount an
Itron® Residential ERT® 40G for Invensys or
American Meters directly onto a Dresser ROOTS
Series B3 or Series A Rotary Meter. Additionally,
there is an Adapter to mount an American foot-
print Cellnet Module directly to the end of a
ROOTS® Rotary Meter.

The design utilizes a Series B3 or  Series A Lexan®

cover with an opening to engage the ERT or
Cellnet module in a direct drive link to the gear
reduction unit. Our proven ID seal system between
the adapter and the Series 3 cover provides a 
barrier against moisture intrusion into the oil free
cover. The AMR Adapter is fastened to the Series 3
or Series A cover from the inside providing a
tamper proof design. 

Our new direct drive AMR Adapter offers you a low
cost solution for Series B3 or Series A CTR or TC
meters in applications that require the adaptation
of a Residential ERT or Cellnet AMR.  You will also
benefit from ease of use with this design as 
compared to the currently available solutions for
Instrument Drive and Solid State Pulser version
meters that connect to AMR devices.

The AMR Adapter is available as a conversion kit
for field installation or factory installed on new 
B3 meters.

Series B3 AMR Adapter 
for CTR and TC

Series A (LMMA) 
CTR AMR Adapter

Series A (LMMA) 
TC AMR Adapter
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ROOTS® Expanded Meter Line

B3-VRM Vapor Recovery Meter
Rated for a maximum capacity of 3000 actual cubic feet per hour,
the B3-VRM meters are specifically designed and tested for vapor
recovery applications and conform to the California Air Resources
Board specifications TP-201.1, TP-201.1A, TP-201.2, and TP-201.5,
as applicable. The extremely low pressure drop associated with the
ROOTS positive displacement meter makes this meter ideal for the
accurate measurement in low pressure recovery systems. Odometers 
on the vapor recovery meters are marked at 0.02 cubic foot 
increments, which allows accurately estimated readings in 
increments of 0.01 cubic feet. All B3-VRM meters are supplied 
with a 7 point certified accuracy curve for reference.

Series Z Compact Meters
Ideal for small commercial loads at pressures up to 15 PSIG (1 Bar),
the aesthetically pleasing 5C15 (500 ACFH) and 8C15 (800 ACFH)
meters are easy to install and conceal.  Series Z meters provide
excellent measurement accuracy starting at “pilot loads” and 
continuing throughout the range of the meter. To match the meter
configuration to the application, the user selects the following
parameters when ordering:

• Dial or Odometer type Index

• Sealed Index Cover

• Standard (Atmospheric) or 2 PSIG Compensated Index

• Top or Bottom Inlet

• Sprague 4 (male), 45 Light (male), or 1–1/2 inch 
NPT (female) Connections 

• Optional Inlet Strainer/Screen

Series A (LM-MA) Meters
The 8C175 compact meter, like the Series Z, is also ideal for 
small commercial applications, but with a higher pressure rating. 
This meter is rated for a 175 PSIG (12 Bar) working pressure. 
Also available as a Vapor Recovery Meter that is C.A.R.B. approved
and available with a HF transmitter (PX).

Series A1 Foot Mount Meter
The 102M125 Foot Mount meter is used for the measurement of high
volume industrial gas loads for capacities up to 965.3 MSCFH at
125 PSIG (27,941 Nm3/h at 8,6 Bar).

Series Z

Series A (LM-MA)

Series A1

B3-VRM
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ROOTS® High Pressure Meters

Series B3-HPC (High Pressure Cartridge) Meters
This meter line features a common cast-steel housing for the 
1M (1000 ACFH) and 3M (3000 ACFH) sizes as well as the 5M 1480
(5000 ACFH) and 7M 1480 (7000 ACFH) sizes of aluminum car-
tridges. The meters are available with either an ANSI Class 300#
flange  for the 740 PSIG Meter lines or an ANSI Class 600# flange
for the 1480 PSIG Meter lines. 

The 5M(5000 ACFH) and 7M (7,000 ACFH) meters are designed for
higher capacity applications with a maximum allowable operating
pressure of 1480 PSIG. The  housing is cast steel to meet the
demands of the higher flow rates and pressures.

The cartridges are field replaceable and are interchangeable
between housings regardless of the pressure rating on the housing.
As an option, a self-resetting full flow internal bypass is available
on new meters and on replacement cartridges. Since this meter 
utilizes the Series 3 Accessory Units, a full line of index options 
is available.

Series B3-HPC

Series B3-HP

Removable B3-HPC Cartridge

Series B3-HP (High Pressure) Meters
For lower pressure loads, the 1M300 (1000 ACFH) and 3M300 
(3000 ACFH) are viable alternatives for pressures up to 300 PSIG.
Based on the B3 meter line, the B3-HP meters offer extremely low
start and stop rates and a compact design with a 6-3/4” flange-
to-flange dimension and a much lower weight than traditional 
high pressure meters. This is achieved by using aluminum for all
major meter components. The Series B3-HP meters mate with 
ANSI Class 300# FF flanges and are easily installed by one person
without the need for a lift or hoist.

Series B3-HPC
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ROOTS® Optional Electronic Products

Solid State Transmitter (XMTR)
• High frequency pulse output

• 100 pulses per input shaft revolution

• Solid State circuitry provides a long life expectancy 

• Mounts on any standard Instrument Drive 

• 10 to 15 VDC

XMTR

ICEX

ROOTS® ICEX
• Provides a non-compensated, high 

frequency pulse output 

• Mounts on all Series B meter bodies

• Available factory installed or as a field 
installable conversion kit

• Ensures maximum reliability by using 
Solid State components to eliminate 
mechanical switches

• Minimizes maintenance

• Available in three connections styles: MS-style 
circular connector,  1/2 inch liquid tight type 
conduit fitting, or cable gland with 4-ft. cable.
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ID Mount Version

ROOTS® Electronic Instrumentation

ROOTS® Micro Corrector   
The Micro Corrector is available in three models – the
Instrument Drive/Wall mount version – the IMC/W2 and the
IMC/C2 – both of which can be mounted integrally to the
meter. The IMC/W2 is available for mounting on the Series A
and Series B ROOTS® meter line, as well as Romet meters. 
The IMC/C2 can be mounted integrally on the ROOTS® Series B
meter bodies, and features a mechanical counter as part of
the accessory unit. Both the IMC/W2 and the IMC/C2 are
available in PTZ+Log and T+Log versions. Both models 
feature:

• Intuitive User Terminal software

• User configurable logged data reports, which import
into commercially available software platforms such 
as MS Excel 

• Instantaneous uncorrected flow rate available on LCD

• Aids when differential testing the meter

• Seamless interface with ROOTS® Model 5 prover software

• 3 pulse outputs included at no additional charge: 
corrected, uncorrected volume, and fault/alarm condition

• Extremely reliable and accurate volume correction 
with unprecedented five year battery life – data and
configuration stored in E2PROM

• Trim table capability which, when enabled, increases 
rangeability and revenue during periods of low flow

The ROOTS® Micro Corrector line of products, offers both the latest technology in electronic volume correction
and the best value that is available in the gas market today.

IMC/W2

ROOTS® Meter with Integral Micro Corrector
Model IMC/W2 
The IMC/W2 is a fully electronic, integral, gas volume corrector.
Meter size and version are configurable using the User
Terminal software. This feature presents a major cost savings
to the customer in terms of inventory reduction. Additional cost
savings can be realized on most line mount meter sizes, as
temperature and pressure can both be sensed internally,
eliminating the need for thermowells and piping kits. A new
feature that can be supplied upon request with the IMC/W2 is
the Micro Generator™.  A ROOTS® Meter running at approxi-
mately 25% of the meter’s rated capacity can generate enough
power to run the IMC/W2 and essentially turn the main alkaline
battery pack into the backup battery.



ROOTS® Electronic Instrumentation

IMC/C2 

ROOTS® Meter with Integral Micro Corrector
Model IMC/C2

The IMC/C2 is an integral gas volume corrector which utilizes 
a mechanical counter, and because of this mechanical counter,
the IMC/C2 is meter size specific. The IMC/C2, Model PTZ is
available only on the 8C through 16M Series B meters – 
pressure, temperature and volume are all sensed internally on
these sizes. This helps to prevent the possibility of tampering
with these sensors. The IMC/C2, Model T+Log is available for
use on the 8C through 56M Series B ROOTS® Meters – on the
large capacity meters (23M, 38M and 56M), the temperature
probe is externally mounted.  

Micro Modem
• A full-duplex, two wire, 1200 baud dial-up modem

• Compatible with CCITT V.22bis / V.22 / V.21, and
Bell 212A / 103 data communications standards

• 5 to 15 VDC input power

• 75 mA (typical) current

• Operating temperature range of -40˚F to 185˚F 
(-40˚C to 85˚C)

Micro Modem
Micro Generator
The Micro Generator uses cutting edge technology to convert
the rotation of the meter impellers into electrical energy, while
simultaneously providing volume pulses to the Micro Corrector.

• Reduces Battery Replacement Costs

• Increases Life of Main Battery

• Easy to Install

• Converts Rotation of Meter Impellers into Electrical Power

• Available for both Series B and Series A (LMMA) meters

Micro Generator
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SmartProve

SmartProve
The Dresser SmartProve™ Interface is a user friendly approach
to field testing the ROOTS® Micro Corrector, Models IMC/W2 ,
IMC/C2 and MC2, when using the ROOTS® Model 5 Transfer
Prover. The specially designed cable and software allow for 
a combined accuracy test of the corrector and the meter.
The SmartProve package consists of a Model 5 Prover software
upgrade CD, the SmartProve Interface Cable, and basic 
instructions for use.   
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Model 5 ROOTS® Provers

Model 5 Transfer Provers feature an integrated computer controlled system for 
verification and testing of rotary, diaphragm, and turbine gas meters. After the field
meter is connected to the Prover and the test sequence is selected, the remainder of 
the operation is “hands-off.” Test sequencing is automatically controlled by the 
software settings and the test results are displayed on the computer screen. 

For ease of testing and recording, the Model 5 Prover system will:

• Store unlimited predetermined field meter test configurations

• Perform and display all calculations at the end of each test
and allow for saving to disk

• Provide user-friendly menu prompts 

• Allow easy access to extensive Help Files

The primary components for all Model 5 Prover systems include highly accurate 
ROOTS® master meters as measurement standards, a personal computer (not included)
for operation of the system software, easy-to-use Windows®-based software, and a
blower system to provide a stable air flow through the system vacuum.  

10M or 2M/10M Prover
• 10M or 2M/10M master meters 

Capacities:

2M: 35 to 2,300 ACFH
(1 to 65.1 m3/h)

10M: 100 to 10,000 ACFH
(2.83 to 283 m3/h)

• Suitable for both field and shop use

• Easily transported in a van or truck

2M/10M

5M/20M

5M/20M Prover
The cart-mounted prover gives you the
increased capability to prove rotary,
turbine and diaphragm meters up to
20,000 acfh, while occupying minimal
floor space.

Capacities:

5M: 38 to 5,600 ACFH
(.42 to .58 m3/h)

20M: 200 to 20,000 ACFH
(11.25 to 566 m3/h)



ROOTS® Provers & Accessories

10M/80M Proving System 
10M and 80M master meters 

Capacities:
10M: 100 to 10,000 ACFH

(2.83 to 283 m3/h)

80M: 1,600 to 80,000 ACFH
(45 to 2,265 m3/h) 

• Skid Mounted Shop System

• Ideal for testing large capacity rotary and 
turbine type gas meters

Windows®-based Software
Easy-to-use software with icons and menus typical 
of Windows-based programs allow you to increase 
your productivity and work more intuitively with 
the computer. The new software is designed for all 
Model 5 Prover Systems and is compatible with 
Windows® 95, 98, 2000, ME, XP and NT 4.0.

USB to Serial Port Converter
This converter will allow users with existing Windows® -
based Model 5 Software and computers without a 
serial port to connect to their Model 5 Provers. The
Converter Kit consists of a converter cable and Model 5
Upgrade CD (Version 6). Minimum System requirements
are a computer with 500MHz processor, 128MB RAM, 
400MB hard disk space, Windows® 98, XP professional, 
an open USB port, and the Windows®–based Model 5
Software, version 6.

RS Optical Scanner
The optional RS Optical Scanner is used to facilitate 
meter testing using an automatic testing sequence. This
eliminates the potential for human error associated with a
manual test. The Scanner can be used on dial indexes and
odometers with black and white graduated marks.

Acoustic Filter
When testing turbine-type gas meters with a transfer
prover, an Acoustic Filter should be installed between 
the Field Meter (meter under test) and the ROOTS® master
meter. The Acoustic Filter reduces or eliminates the 
resonance phenomena induced by pulsation from the
master meter at most flow rates. An Acoustic Filter is
ideal for shop use with a 2M/10M Model 5 ROOTS® prover.

10M/80M

RS-PB

Acoustic Filter

Software
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USB Converter Kit
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ROOTS® Accessories

Meter Oil

ROOTS® Meter Oil
Approved for use in all ROOTS® meters. The oil is packaged in 
quantities from 4 ounces to 55 gallons.

ROOTS® Services

Product Repair Services
Our Product Services Department offers repair, remanufacturing, testing and 
calibration service for all ROOTS® meters, provers, and instrumentation. At 
Roots Meters & Instruments, our focus is on customer satisfaction. Let the 
experts handle your ROOTS® products repair and calibration needs.  

The overall cost effectiveness of factory service is enhanced by:   

• Standardized and competitive 
service levels 

• Specialization in contract services

• Inspection for warranty and upgrades

• Line Mount Meters returned freight 
prepaid to the first point of delivery
within the United States
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Imperial Sizing Charts



Metric Sizing Charts
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Roots® G-Rating Sizing Charts



Imperial and Metric Technical Data
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G-Rating Technical Data
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IN EUROPE
DRESSER Industrial Products B.V.
Industrieterrein 4
NL-5981 NK Panningen,
The Netherlands,
Phone: 31-(0)-77-306-6040
Fax: 31-(0)-77-307-6494

IN CANADA
DI Canada, Inc.
2135 Meadowpine Blvd.
Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada, L5N 6L5  
Phone: 905-826-8411
Fax: 905-826-9106
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HEADQUARTERS

DRESSER Roots Meters & Instruments
16240 Port Northwest Drive, Suite 100
Houston,Texas 77041-2645
Phone: 832-590-2303
Fax: 832-590-2494

IN THE UK
D. I UK LTD.
Dresser House
Gillibrands Road
East Gillibrands Estate
Skelmersdale, Lancashire WN8 9TU  
Phone: 44-(0)-1695-52600
Fax: 44-(0)-1695-52610

DRESSER UK LTD., Instrument Operation
Unit 1 Yeoman Industrial Park,
Test Lane
Nursling, Southampton
S016 9JX, England
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